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Opening reception set for Saturday
Features 60 pieces of fine art, as well as crafts
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — The Belmar Arts Council [BAC] will be opening up a new exhibit this weekend, which depicts the
beauty and unique qualities of life at the seashore and local towns and the people that live there.

Belmar & Its Neighbors will feature about 60 pieces of fine art, as well as some craft pieces, like jewelry, fabric
wear and pottery, said Dana Cohoon, BAC chair and co-director of this show.

In total, there are 53 artists’ work on display, she said.

All artwork will have the theme, Belmar & Its Neighbors, represented in the work.

“We wanted to bring everyone in after this year,” Ms. Cohoon said about the exhibit’s theme, Belmar & Its
Neighbors. “It’s been a tough year for everybody.”

According to Ms. Cohoon, the sub-theme for the event is “where the art meets the
shore and the shore meets the art,” which can also be seen in many of the art pieces.

The exhibit will feature an array of art pieces, from photography to oil paintings to
mixed-media work to artwork that incorporates sea glass and fabric, Ms. Cohoon said.

In addition, the exhibit will feature crafts, which is different since the BAC normally
does not display that type of work, she said.

The exhibit will also be different because people can pay for the work and take it,
she said. Traditionally, when the work is purchased, it will be on display until the end

of the exhibit. Then, it will be hauled away by its owner.

This exhibit will be done differently, though, because the BAC is gearing it towards summer visitors, as well as
its normal clientele.

The BAC is “encouraging visitors to see us as a celebration of making it through this year,” she said, noting she
hoped visitors would come in and find “something to take home to remind them” of Belmar and the Jersey
Shore.

Belmar & Its Neighbors opening reception is slated for Saturday, July 27 from 5-7 p.m. at the BAC building, 608
River Road.

The fine art is priced by the artists, while the crafts pieces have a price tag maximum of $50 an item. Many of
the items are less than that, though, Ms. Cohoon said.
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